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 THE MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL.

 By H. YULE OLDHAM, M.A.

 MwncuEsrER, the great industlial centre of Lancashire, is remolred
 by a distance of 30 miles fioln the sea, a geotraphical fact whicll the
 dithiculty and cost of transport over the intervening land llas long
 impressed on the nlinds of its citizens.

 Frequent and strenuous have been the egorts to provide easier
 comnlunication by artificial means. In 1776 tlle Duke of Bridg;ewater s
 celebrated canal was opened, and i t was betnveen Manchester and
 Liverpool that in 1829 the earliest steam railway was constructed.
 Since this date several other lines of railway llave been added between
 the same two tosvns, but tlle cost of carriage, instead of decleasinc,, has
 been enhanced, while the margin of profit in tlade has, by the keenness
 of commercial competition, been steadily reduced. AVithin recent years
 the necessity of some new effort to lower the expense of transport
 was felt to be imperative. It was remembered that by tlle construction
 of the Bridgewater Canal the cost of carriage to the sea had been
 diminished by one-half, and so, Witll the intention of effecting a silailar
 reduction, a new canal was plojected.

 A natural water connection between 31anchester and the sea has
 always esisted, the Irwell, whicll flows through the city, being one of
 the main tributaries of tlle Mersey, at the llloutll of whose estualy lies
 Liverpool. As long ago as 172X) an Act for renderin these risers navi-
 gable was passed by Parliament, and steps were taken which rendered
 them for many years an important line of c()mlnunication. More tlsan
 once in this century llave proposa]s been made for the further de-
 velopment of this natural watelway, and nlore than fifty years ago was
 )Ianchester dreamt of as a port for ocean-going vessels. Notlwint,,
 however, of a definite natllre was undeltaken, and lattelly the contami-
 nation of the enormous population, which has grown np on the lzanks
 of the Irwell, had reduced the charactel of the stream to little more
 than that of an open sewer, to lvhich no less emphatic an epithet than
 inky could be applied.

 Within the last few years, llowever, a great change has been
 effected, and the dream at length realized. The foul and sllallow stream
 has been replaced by a splendid waterway stretching to the sea, lvidez
 and no less deep than the Suez Canal, and the largest ocean vessels can
 sail up to and discharge their cargoes on the quays of ZIanchester, now
 a duly constituted port of the United Ringdoul.

 Brindlef, the famous engineer of the Bridgewater Cana], when asked
 xvhat he considered the object of rivers, is reported to have replied,
 4 To feed callals, of course." The engineer of the new wateray between
 Manchester and the sea 11AS expanded this idea by collverting a rivel
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 bodily into a canal. Tlle Manchester Ship (:anal is essentially the
 lower portions of the rivers Irwell and Mersey straightened, deepened,
 widened, and controlled; in fact, the river system has become so modified
 tllat, instead of the Irwell being a tributary of the Mersey, these two
 streams might now almost more aptly be described as the principal
 feeders of the Ship Canal. One obvious reason for adopting, as far as
 possible, the actual course of the existing streams lay in the great diffl-
 culty and cost of obtaisling any other route through so densely populated
 a district as that which had to be traversed.

 Largely owing to the persistent advocacJr of Mr. George Hicks, the
 first practical step towards the construction of the canal was taken in
 June, 1882, when, at a meetinc, convened by the late Mr. Daniel Adamson
 at his house near Manchester, a prosisional committee was formed. In
 December of the same year the first Bill was deposited ill Parliament.

 At the outset there had been two schemes in the field, one proposed
 by Mr. Hamilton Fulton for a level, lockless, and therefore tidal
 channel; the other, that of Mr. E. Leader WVilliams for a canal with
 three locks. As there is a difference of 60 feet between Manchester and
 Liverpool, the former plan would have involved enormous excavations
 in construction, and after completion the constant e2rpense of lowering
 and raising all goods to and from the deep basin in Manchester in which
 the ships would have lain. The latter plan was therefore, subject to
 modifications, adopted.

 The nest two years were spent in a fierce fight for Parliamentary
 sanction. Opposition, as was natural, came chiefly from the existint,
 Bridgewater Canal, the railway companies, and the Mersey Docks and
 Earbour Board representing the interests of Liverpool. The two former
 voiced the natural alarm of existing carrying companies at the prospect
 of a new competitor, but the latter brought forzrard the more serious
 contention that the construction of the proposed canal would lead to the
 silting up of their harbour. A glance at the map will e2rplain the con-
 tention. The Mersey at its mouth wideIls into a large estuary 27 square
 miles in extent, communicating witll the sea by a narrow channel some
 half-mile xvide, on the edge of mrhich lies Liverpool. At each turn of the
 tide a large voltlme of water, owing to the great size of the estuary,
 rushes throuc,h this channel and thus SCOU1'S it by natural means.
 According to the original sclleme, the canal was to have been brought
 down the middle of the estuary from Runcorn by lueans of training
 walls and a dredged channel, but it was objected that this would lead
 to a silting up of the sides of the estuary and consequent alteration c)f
 those natural conditions, which assist in keeping the channel at Liver-
 pool clear. With no little ingenuity, the promoters of the canal ove-
 came this objection by altering their original plan eo as to bring thc
 canal-along the edge, and not dcown the middle. This will e2rplain the
 apparently unnecessary detour round the Clleshire shore from Runcorn
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 488  THE MANCHESTEP. SHSP CAN'AL.

 to Eastham. All opposition from the Bridgewater Navigation Company
 was subsequently removed by the purchase of the latter's undertaking;
 but in the mean time the Ship Canal Company's Bill passed both iEfouses
 of Parliament, and received the royal asserst in August, 1885.

 Some two and a half years had been spent in obtaining Parliamentary
 powers, and now two years were needed to raise tlle requisite capital
 the necessary sum being completed only one day within the limit of
 time prescribed by the Act.

 All prelilainary difficulties having been overcome, the first sod was
 cut by Lord Egerton of Tatton, chairlean of the Company, on November ] 1, 1887.

 Five and a half years had been spent in obtaining the means and
 power to construct the canal, siaz luore were destined to elapse in its
 esecution. After the works had been in hand two years, a severe loss
 vas suSered in the death of the contractor, Mr. T. A. Walker, a man of
 great ability; then heay foods occurred which caused large damage,
 and the deeper the cuttings were carried the greater became the expense
 of carrying on the works.

 Early in 1891 it was found that the original capital of i8,000,000
 would not suffice for the completion of the canal, and the undertaking
 xvas in danger of collapsing from lack of funds. The Manchester Cor-
 poration, however, callle forward and provided a loan of £3,000,000,
 orhich was sulesequently increased to i5,000,000, and with this help,
 and that of a sum exceeding £2,000,000 already raised on mortgage
 debentures, the canal xvas finished by the close of 1893. Before this some
 of the lower portiolz, being ready, was thrown open to traffic as far as
 Ellesmere Port, in July, 1891. A year later Saltport was established at
 the mouth of the Weaarer; on November 2a, 1893, the canal was filled
 frole end to end; and on January 1 of this year it was finally opened
 for through traffic to Manchester.

 In all, therefore, eleven and a llalf years elapsed between the first
 eeting at Mr. Adamson's house and the completion of the canal, sis
 being the actual time consumed in its construetion. No less than eleven
 Acts of Parliament have been required, and the original capital has
 been almost doubled. Up to the middle of last year about £9,000,000
 had been spent on the construction of the works, including plant and
 engineering expenses, t1,000,000 in interest on capital, and, amonU, other
 items, more than £150,000 in Parliamentary expenses alone. The
 Bridgewater Canals Undertaking cost one and three-qnarter millions,
 and the orig;inal purchase of land (4a20 acres) rather more than a
 million pounds. Of this land, however, there is a surplus available of
 ()o00 acres, which no doubt avill have an increasing value, as they lie
 along the banks of the canal.

 The total length of the canal measures 35.l miless anci fulls naturally
 into two main dierisions a lower reach of 91 miles, which is to a certain
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 extent tidal, fiom the entrance at Elstham to the locks at Latchford;

 and an upper portion of 14l. miles, subdivided by threew locks into four

 smaller sections.

 Th¢ rise in tbe upper portion is 602 feet abosre the ordinary water-

 level of the lower reach. As regards this latter section the condition

 of affairs will be best understood by reference to tbe accompanying

 table of tide lesrels, which are calculated from the Datum of the old Dock

 Sill at Liverpool.
 ft. ins.

 AveraCe high waterequinoctial sprinc, tides * ... 21 1 above datum.

 hIean high water ............. ... ... ... 15 (; ,. ........ .. Ordixlary canal level .............. ... ... ... 14 2 ,. ......... .. Meall tidc levfel ............. ... ... ... 4 9 ,. ........ .. Mean low water ............. ... ... ... 5 6* belonv ........ ,, Lowest low vater cquinoctial sprinz, tidc3 ....... ... 10 4 ,. ..

 It will be seen that the ordinary water-level in the tidal portion of tlle

 canal is 92 feet above the mean tide level, and this would represent the

 rise at tlle entrance locks at Eastham for a ship approaching at mean

 tide, but at high tide the level of the water outside is apparently more

 than a focut above that of the canal. This is, howearer, not actually the

 case, for three immense tidal openings, each 200 yards long, at Elles-

 mere Port, Weaver Mouth, and Runcorn, admit the water to the canal

 whenever it rises outside to a height above the ordinary water-level

 within, thus equalizing the levels, and preventing the someBhat slender

 barrier, which in parts separates this portion from the estuartr, from

 being crushed in by the plessure of a high tide.

 Owing to this arrangement thele should be no lack of water in the

 lower section of the canal, as at every ulean high tideX the sea will lllore

 than supply any deficiency. Accordingly, streams entering this section

 are treated in a different fashion from those which flow into the portion

 aboveJ Latchford. There, where a scarcity of water may be felt, all

 streams, from theX Mersey down to the smallest brook, are suffered to

 dischargeJ their waters into the canal; but in the lower section theXy

 are, eitheJr, when small likeJ the Gowy, siphoned through iron tubes

 under the beXd of the canal into the estuary beyond, or, when largef like

 the Weaver, provided with a long series of sluices for the discharge of

 surplus water through the bank opposite the point of entry.

 In width the canal valies slightly at the surfaco-level, but its

 navigability is best indicated by the minimum width at bottom, whicll

 is 120 feet, while that of the Suez Canal is only *2 feet. In point of

 depth these two canals are similar, the minimum in each case loeing

 26 feet; but the lock sills of the Ship Canal harre been made (? feet

 * These figures, as well as the others used in this article, are taken from tlle official

 publications of the Manchester Ship Canal, kindly supplied by the General Mallac,el,

 Mr. Marshall Stevens.
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 deeper, so that, if necessary, the depth throughout could be increased

 to 28 feet.

 The locks are five in nember, without counting those at the sides

 admitting other canals, and, with the exception of the entrance ones at

 Eastham, which are slightly larger, consist of a large lock capable of

 holding any but the very largest vessels now ailoat, and a smaller one

 side by side; but, as the canal is really a modified river, each set of

 10GkS is Sanked by a series of sluices to regulate the discharge of flood-

 water. At the Mode Wheel locks, for example, the last of the series,

 there are two locks, one 600 feet by 65 feet, the other 350 feet by 45

 feet, for the smaller craft, and four sluices each 30 feet wide.

 One of the chief difficulties which beset the construction of the canal

 lay in the number of establislled routes crossing its line, since a water-

 way fol masted ships requires a clear headway of considerable height.

 Ordinary roads could be managed by means of ssing-bridt,es, and no

 less than seven have thus been dealt with. But the railways, of

 which five cross the canal, required fised bridges. To deal with the

 line which crosses the Mersey on a high viaduct below Runcorn was

 found to be impracticable, so this, which unfortunately is only 75 feet

 above the ordinary water level of the canal, decided the height of the

 rest. In each of the other cases a viaduct at a similar height and with

 long approaches was constructed near the existing lines, so tllat the

 traffic was never interfered with, but simply diverted on to the nexv

 lines when ready. Two ordinary roads having been similarly dealt

 with, there are sis high-level bridges 75 feet above water-level, in

 addition to the old Runcorn viaduct, crossing the canal.

 Two other obstacles presented difficulties of a more novel character.

 The one was the Vyrnwy aqueduct bringing Liverpool's new water-

 supply from the XVelsh hills, the other the old Bridgewater Canal. The

 former has been treated like the river Gowy, and taken through a tullnel

 under the bed of tlle canal; the latter, however, was less easy to deal

 with, and in its treatment represents one of the most brilliant engineer-

 ing feats of the whole undertaking. To carry the old across the ner

 canal, a swing-bridge has been built, which is pivoted on an island in

 the centre of the latter. When a ship has to pass, watertight gates are

 closed at each end of the bridge, and a complete section of the canal

 swings round and back again without a drop of water being lost.

 Some idea of the magnitude of the work done in constructing this

 remarkable canal may be gained from the fact that 51,000,000 cubic

 yards of soil and rock were excavated in the task, more than 16,000 men

 and boys and 100 steam-excavators being employed, and 10,000 tons of

 coal per month consumed when the work was in full swin¢.

 As an engineering triumph the canal is remarkable; how far it may

 provwe a commercial success remains to be seen. Certainly it has cost a

 large sum of money, greatly in earcess of the original estimates, but so also
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 THE hI &NCHESTER SHIP CAN XL.  491

 did the Suez Canal. All the work dolle is of an extraordinarily massive

 and substantial character; the dock space at the terminus is itnmen£e,

 over 10() acres in estent, with 012 miles of quays, which are a model of

 :ood workmanship and wise provision for possible requiremetnts in the

 future. The largest lockeanbeclearedineight minutes,and theblidges

 swing open on the approach of a vessel, causing no delay, so that

 Mazlchester can easily be reached in six hours from Liverpool.

 Manchester is now a pOl't of the United Kingdom; is it destined to

 become a leading one ? In point of population, there is no reason why-

 it should not. Within a radius of t+^relve miles round Manchester there

 is a population twice as g;reat as that in a similar area round Liverpool,

 and it has been calculated that in the districts which are nearer to the

 Ship Canal than to any other ocean steamship port there is a population

 of no less than 7.13 millions. Liverpool, which has increased a hundred

 fold in less than two centuries, is one of the most remarkable products

 of Lancashire; it will be interesting to see how far its prosperity is

 aSected by the establishment of a new port nearer those industrial

 centl es xvhich have so greatly helped to make it what it is.

 There are, however, two drawbacks likely to militate against the

 success of the new venture at the outset, if not lollger. One is the low-

 ness of the bridz,es, which only allows a headway of 75 feet above the

 ordinary water-level, and therefore necessitates the lowerincr of topmasts

 in the case of many vessels an operation which a sailor describes as

 often being as bad as drawing a tooth. The other is with regard to the

 water itself. The Mersey and its tributaries are not steady streams.

 (:oming from the rainy side of the hills, with a colnparatively short

 course to the sta, tlley are apt in winter to sweep down in furious floods

 carrJing quantities of silt. But perhaps their summer mood will be even

 more difficult to deal with. Any one who has seen the Irwell or Mersey

 in a dry season, creeping along a black shadow of itself, cannot help

 nvondering where the water will be found to float the hoped-for fleets.

 A great undertaking, however, is almost complete forsupplying Man-

 chestel with water from Thirlmere, in the Lake District. In times of

 need some of this enormous supply might be used, and the curious

 spectacle seen of ships floated from Manchester to the sea with water

 partly brought from Cumberland. Anyhow, energy and fertility of

 resource are qualities not altogether lacking in Lancashire, and the canal

 is not likely to prove a failure from want of them, whatever difficulties

 it may have to contend with.

 It is noteworthy that the first railway was tried between Manchester

 and T.i erpool; llow many irnitators will the new experiment producev
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